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Genomic organization of transcriptomes in mammals:
Coregulation and cofunctionality
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Abstract

In studies of their transcriptional activity, genomes have shown a high order of organization. We assessed the question of how genomically
neighboring genes are transcriptionally coupled across tissues and what could be the driving force behind their coupling. We focused our analysis
on the transcriptome information for 13 tissues of Mus musculus and 79 tissues of Homo sapiens. The analysis of coexpression patterns of
genomically adjacent genes across tissues revealed 2619 and 1275 clusters of highly coexpressed genes, respectively. Most of these clusters
consist of pairs and triplets of genes. They span a limited genomic length and are phylogenetically conserved between human and mouse. These
clusters consist mainly of nonparalogous genes and show a decreased functional and similar regulatory relationship to one another compared to
general genomic neighbors. We hypothesize that these clusters trace back to large-scale, qualitative, persistent reorganizations of the
transcriptome, while transcription factor regulation is likely to handle fine-tuning of transcription on shorter time scales. Our data point to so far
uncharacterized cis-acting units and reject cofunctionality as a driving force.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Studies of genomes and transcriptomes have shown that
genes are nonrandomly located in genomes and that genes of
coordinated expression appear in clusters along the genome.
This raises the question of how genomes have evolved and how
they function. It is evident that the location of a gene in a
genome affects its expression, for example, transgene activity
can depend on the chromosomal integration site, or an intact
gene in a different genomic location can have a pathological
phenotype. Clusters of genes that are coexpressed were first
identified on a genomic scale in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1,2]
and Caenorhabditis elegans [3,4]. In the latter, clusters could be
attributed to the cotranscription of these genes in operons, a
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process that is unusual among eukaryotes. However, there is
extensive evidence for clusters of coexpressed genes across all
major eukaryotes. Using a less stringent definition of a cluster
that allows for intervening genes with different expression
patterns led to the identification of large groups of coexpressed
genes in Drosophila melanogaster that span 10-30 genes or, on
average, 125 kb of genomic DNA [5]. In Homo sapiens, genes
with high expression levels tend to cluster in large domains
[6,7]. Other reports indicate that genes coexpressed in a given
tissue or cell state are clustered along the genome [8–14].
Further, it is well known that specific gene clusters, like for β-
globin or HoxD genes, are regulated by a locus and global
control region, respectively [15,16]. Here, the latter includes the
control of several genes unrelated in structure and function and
it is currently unclear whether this is an exceptional or a
common feature for higher eukaryotes. Thus, the question arises
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Fig. 1. Transcriptomes are organized in clusters. (A) Relative frequencies of
observed gene clusters in the mouse transcriptome, for cerebellum, heart,
macrophage, and muscle as examples. The total number of genes observed to be
expressed in each tissue is given in parentheses. (B) To assess the statistical
significance of the spatial clustering, we compared the number of observed
clustered genes with the number of clusters from permuted data. Here, data are
presented, as examples, for mouse cerebellum, heart, macrophage, and muscle.
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if there exist chromosomal transcriptional “hot spots” in a given
tissue or if coexpressed clustered genes are mainly house-
keeping genes that are expressed in many tissues [17,18]. Some
reports indicate that clusters of coexpressed genes tend to be
conserved through evolution, for example, coexpressed genes
contain fewer breakpoints between human and mouse, indicat-
ing that they are held together by natural selection [19–21].

To date, however, we lack an understanding of how many
such clusters may exist in mammals, how the transcriptional
coupling of gene clusters is regulated in general, and what may
be the driving force behind their formation. To address these
issues, we assessed the conservation of gene clusters across
tissues and species and investigated the functional and
regulatory relationship between coexpressed clustered genes.
We focused our analysis on two recent transcriptome datasets,
namely the FANTOM3 data for 13 tissues of Mus musculus,
obtained by cap-analysis gene expression (CAGE), and the
GNF Symatlas data for 79 tissues of H. sapiens, obtained by
microarray expression profiling [18,22].

Results

Chromosomal clustering of transcriptomes

We investigated the genomic organization of 13M. musculus
transcriptomes that had been extensively analyzed within the
FANTOM3 project [22]. In particular, we were interested in the
physical scale of coexpression of genes located adjacent to each
other in the genome. We called a set of adjacent genes that are
expressed in a particular tissue a cluster of coexpressed genes,
independent of their expression levels. A cluster of two
neighboring genes expressed in the same tissue is also called
a pair, a cluster of three a triplet, and so on.

A large proportion of genes (approx 30-75%) were arranged
in gene clusters along the genome without any prevalence for
particular chromosomes. These clusters consisted mainly of
pairs and triplets. Fig. 1A shows an example of the size
distribution of the gene clusters identified in cerebellum, heart,
macrophage, and muscle. To evaluate the significance of our
observation, we compared the observed number of genes
localized in clusters with permuted data, in which the ordering
of genes on the DNA, but not their individual expression
profiles across tissues, was permuted. This permutation scheme
corresponds to a null hypothesis in which the coexpression of
genes is independent of their genomic location, but follows the
empirical correlations between tissues (Fig. 1B). Even though
the number of clusters expected under the null hypotheses is
high, the number of observed clusters is significantly larger.

Conservation of gene clusters across several tissues

To quantify coexpression of a pair of genes in a set of n
tissues, we defined two coefficients. α is the proportion of
tissues in which both genes are expressed, and Ω is the number
of tissues in which either one or both genes are expressed
divided by n. Both coefficients are numbers between 0 and 1,
and α≤Ω. If α=Ω, the two genes have an identical expression
pattern across tissues, while a small ratio of α/Ω indicates that
their expression is not correlated. We computed these
coefficients for each chromosomally neighboring pair of
genes in the FANTOM3 data (Fig. 2A).



Fig. 2. Degree of coexpression of genomic neighbors defined by the coefficients α andΩ. We defined two coefficients, α andΩ, to quantify coexpression of a pair of
genes in a set of n tissues. α is the proportion of tissues in which both genes are expressed, and Ω is the number of tissues in which either one or both genes are
expressed divided by n. (A) Absolute bin occupancies, (B) empirical p values, and (C) defined coexpression categories based on the ratio between α and Ω. A high
ratio between α and Ω indicates a high degree of coexpression. (D) Number of observed HCPs (red line) compared to the number of HCPs expected from permuted
data.
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The distribution of the bivariate coexpression measure (α,Ω)
is nonrandom; certain combinations of α and Ω occur more
frequently in the genome than expected if coexpression were
independent of genomic location. Fig. 2B shows the p values for
each combination of α and Ω, using the same permutation
scheme as above. For each tuple (α,Ω), the empirical p value is
given by the proportion of permutations in which equally many
or more gene pairs display this coexpression pattern (α,Ω) than
in the actual data.
Pairs were then assigned to one of the following co-
expression categories, which depend on thresholds θcoex and
θunc: (i) highly coexpressed, if α/Ω≥θcoex and α<1; (ii)
housekeeping, if α=1; (iii) silenced, if Ω=0; (iv) uncorre-
lated, if α/Ω≤θunc. For the FANTOM3 data, we chose the
thresholds θcoex=0.75 and θunc=0.5 (Fig. 2C). This resulted in
3230 highly coexpressed pairs (HCPs), 154 housekeeping
pairs, 36 silenced pairs, and 27,287 uncorrelated pairs (UCPs).
Comparison of Fig. 1C with Fig. 1B shows that the number of
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HCPs is larger than expected under the null hypothesis.
Similarly, there are more housekeeping pairs, and more
silenced pairs, while the frequency of UCPs is less than
expected.

Clusters decay at their flanks

We considered highly coexpressed clusters (HCCs) of
genes, which consist of one or several neighboring HCPs. In
each tissue, either all of the genes in the HCC or a subset of
them are expressed. A feature that goes along with our
definition of HCC is that there is a preference for the central
genes in the HCC to be expressed, while the flanking genes
are more likely to get lost, meaning that genes clustering in
one tissue are expressed in shorter clusters or not as clusters at
all in other tissues. Thus they show a pronounced direction-
ality in how they decay across tissues (66% of triplets decay
directed). Conversely, in the case of unrelated transcriptional
regulation, proposed for uncorrelated clusters (UCCs), genes
at any position in the cluster get lost at the same rate (84% of
triplets decay undirected).

Highly coexpressed clusters and housekeeping functionality

It has been suggested that housekeeping genes are often
arranged in clusters along the genome [23]. However, the
reverse is not true: most of our highly coexpressed pairs are
expressed only in a limited fraction of tissues, hence these genes
are not particularly housekeeping genes (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Shared tissue expression of highly coexpressed gene pairs in mouse
(α/Ω≥0.75 and α/Ω<1). Shown is the number of gene pairs and their
corresponding numbers of shared tissue expression. The number of tissues
corresponds to α. Highly coexpressed gene pairs are not particularly
housekeeping genes.

Fig. 4. Genomic distribution of highly coexpressed gene pairs. (A)
Chromosomal gene order of HCPs (vertical red bars). Highly coexpressed
gene pairs appear to distribute without notable prevalence among the
chromosomes. (B) Distribution of strand orientations in HCPs compared to
the overall distribution of orientations of adjacent genes in the mouse genome.
Genomic location, orientation, and dimensions of HCPs

Fig. 4A provides an overview of the spatial distribution of
HCCs and shows certain regions with slightly higher concen-
trations of genes, but an almost homogeneous distribution of
these regions across all chromosomes.

We addressed whether HCPs are characterized by a particular
genomic orientation that might affect their transcriptional
coupling. For example, a divergent orientation would enable
the sharing of regulatory sequences between adjacent genes.
Therefore, we divided the HCPs into three groups based on their
relative orientation (divergent, convergent, and unidirectional)
and compared this grouping with all the genomic pairs of
FANTOM3 regardless of their level of coexpression. As shown
in Fig. 4B, we found the distribution of genomic orientations to
be similar between HCPs and all genomic pairs.

We assessed the intergenic and transcriptional start site
distances for HCPs and all genomic pairs. HCPs have smaller
intergenic (median of 7662 bp versus 18,665 bp for all pairs,
p=3×10−5, Wilcoxon rank sum test) and transcriptional start
site distances (median of 28,781 bp versus 34,491 bp,
p=8×10−8, Wilcoxon rank sum test). We were then interested



Table 1
Functional and transcriptional properties of genomic neighbors in mouse

No. of
annotated
genomic
pairs

Genomic pairs
sharing similar
annotations
in %

No. of
annotated
HCPs

HCPs sharing
similar
annotations
in %

GO terms 5586 17.1 1272 8.8
Protein domains 7335 18.1 1567 10.8
TF/TFBS 4800 36.8/27.4 770 38.2/29.7

Genomic neighbors, irrespective of their coexpression, share Gene Ontology
(GO) terms and protein domains to a much higher extent than highly
coexpressed gene pairs (HCPs), whereas similar numbers of both groups of
neighbors are potentially regulated by common transcription factors (TF)
through their respective binding sites (TFBS).
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in whether highly coexpressed clusters are characterized by
limitations on their size, which could point to factors like
chromatin remodeling contributing to the transcriptional
coupling. We observed that the length of clusters measured in
base pairs depends on the number of clustered genes. However,
for HCCs the maximal observed number of adjacent genes
within a cluster was limited to seven genes, and furthermore the
95% quantile of the cluster length was 320 kb (Fig. 5), which
was much smaller compared to clusters of uncorrelated genes
with 810 kb.

Functionality, paralogy, and transcriptional regulation of
highly coexpressed gene clusters

Paralogy, functional similarity, and the presence of common
transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) have been reported
among genomic neighbors for a limited number of examples.
We analyzed the frequency of shared Gene Ontology (GO)
terms, protein domains, and TFBSs within adjacent gene pairs
in FANTOM3 as a whole, as well as within HCPs. Naturally,
our analysis was limited to only those genes annotated with
Gene Ontology terms (36% FANTOM3 genes), protein domain
information (42% FANTOM3 genes), or TFBS (33% FAN-
TOM3 genes).

Table 1 shows that the sharing of domains and GO terms is
less frequent in HCPs than in general genomic neighbors,
whereas sharing of common TFBSs occurs at a similar rate.
However, all of these observations are still more frequent than
between nonneighboring genes, as is indicated by random
permutations (as described above).
Fig. 5. Cluster sizes in base pairs and genes. Shown is the comparison of cluster
sizes between HCCs and uncorrelated clusters measured in base pair length (y
axis) as well as by the number of genes located in a particular cluster (x axis).
The number of adjacent genes located in HCCs is limited to seven genes and
their cluster length in base pairs is smaller compared to uncorrelated gene
clusters.
To investigate the relationship between coexpression and
paralogy, we analyzed gene pairs that had highly similar protein
domains but showed only weak coexpression (in total 1307 gene
pairs). Among them, we found members of well-known gene
families that have previously been described to be clustered at
certain genomic locations but to display tissue-specific expres-
sion nonetheless. For example, a family of S100 –calcium-
binding proteins with its FANTOM3 tissue expression is
depicted in Fig. 6 [24].

The 100 most frequently shared GO terms, protein domains,
and transcription factors within general genomic neighbors are
listed in the supplementary material.

Comparing FANTOM3 with microarray data of human

To verify that our observations are not limited to one single
dataset and organism, we performed the same analyses as
described above for the 79 tissues in the H. sapiens part of the
GNF Symatlas dataset [18]. We used slightly relaxed thresholds
for the definition of HCPs, θcoex=0.50 and θunc=0.33, to
account for the lower coverage and higher false negative rate of
these data.

We observed highly similar results for all analyses
performed with the FANTOM3 dataset, such as the chromo-
somal clustering of genes expressed in human tissues, the
conservation of gene clusters across tissues, and the tissue
distribution of observed HCCs, as well as for the relationship of
functional similarity, paralogy, and transcriptional regulation.
From these results, which are presented in the supplementary
material, we conclude that our observations are not biased
toward the FANTOM3 data and may hold true for mammals in
general.

Phylogenetic conservation of highly coexpressed gene clusters

To assess if the observed transcriptional coregulation of
neighbored genes is phylogenetically conserved between H.
sapiens and M. musculus, we extracted the human homologs
of all FANTOM3 genes, resulting in 2245 gene pairs
consisting of direct genomic neighbors in both species. We
found that HCPs in mice also tend to be highly coexpressed
in human, as the frequency of human HCPs among mouse



Fig. 6. Tissue expression of the S100 calcium-binding protein gene cluster. This cluster is likely to have originated by duplication of a common ancestor gene, as
indicated by the genes’ highly similar protein domain structures. Rows hold the genes, columns the FANTOM3 tissues. Black boxes indicate gene expression in a
tissue and white boxes indicate no expression.
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HCPs is 31% compared to 8% of human HCPs among mouse
UCPs.

Discussion

There is striking evidence that eukaryotic genomes show a
high degree of gene organization. We focused on the large-
scale, qualitative features of transcriptional regulation rather
than on the fine-tuning. Thus we considered neighboring genes
expressed in a particular tissue as coexpressed gene clusters
regardless of expression levels of individual genes. We analyzed
mouse transcriptomes of the FANTOM3 dataset derived by
cloning techniques and confirmed our results on human data
obtained through microarrays (GNF Symatlas).

Observing a surprisingly large number of gene clusters (sets
of genomically neighboring, expressed genes), we suggested
that only a subgroup of those clusters is actively transcription-
ally coupled, whereas for a proportion of clusters, this
observation would probably just be an effect of crowding of a
given number of genes into a given genomic size. Therefore, we
assessed the coexpression of gene clusters across tissues and
observed a significant proportion of HCPs in addition to a small
number of housekeeping gene clusters. This allowed us to
extract sets of gene clusters (HCCs) that are characterized by a
mainly directed decay across tissues, where the gene loss
originates from only one end of the cluster and that may be
indeed transcriptionally coupled. HCCs are characterized by
clear-cut upper limits for physical cluster size and the number of
genes making up these clusters, possibly reflecting the under-
lying mechanism. This finding may point to so far uncharacter-
ized cis-acting units regulating the coexpression of certain sets
of genes. To uncover such features further, our observation that
HCCs are phylogenetically conserved between M. musculus
and H. sapiens should provide the basis to extract potentially
interesting conserved sequence features in the future. The
coupling of highly coexpressed clusters could for example be
controlled by histone modifications that are mediated by
specific proteins initiating the opening or closing of chromatin
and that spread along a chromosomal region until they meet a
boundary element [23,25,26]. On the other hand, uncorrelated
clusters probably arise as a consequence of intervening genes
being transcriptionally silenced, for example, during cell
differentiation. It has been shown that stem cells have a largely
open chromatin formation and each step toward specialization is
accompanied by down-regulation of genes in specific chromo-
somal regions [27]. These modifications could be stably
inherited through cell division by DNA methylation, slowly
reversed by silencing by histone lysine methylation or rapidly
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modulated by histone acetylation. For S. cerevisiae it has been
reported that genes that are regulated by the same sequence-
specific transcription factor tend to be regularly spaced across
the genome [28]. Other reports suggested that the transcriptional
regulation has shaped the organization of transcriptional units
on the chromosome [29], and recently, genes controlled by the
transcription factor aire were shown to be clustered along the
genome [30]. These reports are in line with our finding that
sharing of TFBSs is a general phenomenon among genomic
neighbors, but furthermore, we saw that this does not
simultaneously result in their coexpression, as TFBSs are
shared at a similar rate between highly coexpressed and general
genomic neighbors.

Considering a broader cluster definition of genomic genes
independent of their expression, it has been shown that genes
coding for proteins involved in the same metabolic pathways
tend to appear in chromosomal clusters [31]. Also genes that
are involved in stable protein-protein complexes tend to be
more tightly linked than expected [32]. We assessed paralogy
and functional similarity as potential driving forces for the
arrangement of clusters. Previous reports have demonstrated
the cofunctionality of coexpressed gene clusters [2,5,33–35]
but did not investigate cofunctionality of genomic neighbors
in general for comparison. However, highly coexpressed
neighbors do not seem to have a higher degree of co-
functionality than general genomic neighbors. This unexpected
finding may be explained in light of models of gene
duplication in which duplication leads to neofunctionalization
and subfunctionalization. Neofunctionalization can result in
expression of duplicate genes in tissues lacking expression of
the ancestral gene, while subfunctionalization can result in
division of the ancestral expression pattern onto duplicates
[36–39].

We hypothesize that HCCs trace back to large-scale,
persistent reorganizations of the transcriptome, while TF
regulation is likely to handle the fine-tuning of transcription
on shorter time scales. To date, the underlying mechanism of
transcriptional coupling between genomic neighbors is a matter
of speculation. Our data point to so far unknown conserved cis-
acting units involved in this regulatory process in mammals. It
is hoped that studies addressing the chromatin remodeling
process, e.g., through histone modifications, modifying tran-
scription factors, or the nuclear spacing of transcriptional
events, will provide further insights.

Methods

FANTOM3 dataset and chromosomal clustering

We considered the gene set and gene ordering defined by FANTOM3,
consisting of 39,593 genes mapped to build mm5of the mouse genome [22]. In
FANTOM3 genes are defined as transcriptional units (TU), representing
discontinuous genomic regions from which one mature mRNA is derived. We
used the term “gene” synonymously for TUs throughout this report. For cluster
analyses, we concentrated on genes expressed in the following tissues, from
which the expression information was obtained using CAGE technology
(numbers of expressed genes): adipose (19,166), brain (13,766), cerebellum
(18,753), diencephalon (6567), heart (8423), liver (30,721), lung (30,560),
macrophage (26,746), muscle (8829), prostate gland (10,795), somatosensory
cortex (17,193), testis (13,347), visual cortex (17,216). A set of physically
neighboring genes coexpressed in a particular tissue is called a cluster of
coexpressed genes.

Transcription factor binding sites

TFBSs conserved in human/mouse/rat alignments were considered as
annotated by the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Based on
the ENSEMBL gene IDs of FANTOM3, we extracted all TFBSs annotated in the
10-kb upstream region of each gene. Taking into account that the TFBS
annotation of the UCSC Genome Browser is conservative, we considered two
genes to have common cis-acting regulatory units if they shared one or more
TFBSs. The numbers of shared TFBSs per coexpressed gene pair were
compared to a randomly built dataset (1000 permutations).

Gene ontology

For each gene in the FANTOM3 data, we extracted the most specific GO
terms to which that gene had been annotated and disregarded their parental terms
[40]. We defined that two genes have a similar GO annotation if they shared at
least 50% of these most specific terms as annotation. The GO terms for the genes
were obtained from the given RefSeq and LocusLink identifiers using the
Bioconductor software package “biomaRt” to query the Ensembl database
(build 33, May 2005) [41–43]. We compared the concordance of GO annotation
for gene pairs of interest with the one expected by random permutation of gene
order [44].

Protein domain information

We extracted the available domain information for the encoded protein of
each gene in the FANTOM3 data. We considered two genes sharing at least
50% of their domains to have a similar domain annotation. Again, the
annotations were obtained from the given RefSeq and LocusLink identifiers
using the Bioconductor software package biomaRt to query the Ensembl
database (build 33, May 2005). To compare observed similarities in protein
domain annotation for gene pairs of interest with the one expected by chance,
we employed the same permutation method as for the Gene Ontology
annotation (see above).
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